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Hello Rapids 
Welcome to the first edition of our 
spring/summer long course season newsletter.  
What a great start to the season we had this 
past weekend.  The swimmers swam great at 
both the meets in Norwalk and New York. 
 
Meets are vital to the success of any swimmer 
and so much goes on at meets that isn’t always 
visible.  Yes swimmers get to swim, race and try 
to better their times.  Swimmers also get a 
chance to socialize with teammates, forming 
bonds can last just a season or sometimes a 
lifetime, their interacting with the coaches on 
deck forms a report which is beneficial as the 
swimmer progresses. Swimmers as they age 
and stay with the sport will make friends from 
other teams and who doesn’t like to see a 
familiar face at a swim meet.  Coaches get to 
see the progress swimmers are making in both 
training and technique allowing for us to plan 
future practices.  Swim meets meet so many 
needs for growing swimmers please make sure 
you are swimming in them. 
 
Two great upcoming meets you can still register 
for are the meet on June 16th at our very own 
Masuk High School versus Hamden Hall and 
Oxford, this is a great meet for all 
Developmental, Freshmen and Sophomore 
swimmers and the swim meet in August in New 
London.  Both should be great experiences. 
 
If you have not done so check out the Deckpass 
App from USA swimming it is free and a lot of 
fun.  
 
http://www.usaswimming.org/DesktopDefault.
aspx?TabId=2151&Alias=Rainbow&Lang=en  
 
Also the kids love seeing themselves in the 
profiles at the end so please keep those 
coming to me. 

 
This month’s article comes to us courtesy of 
USA Swimming and is important for us all to 
remember kids are kids going through a lot of 
different things in life and they are not “little” 
adults.   
 

UNDERSTANDING THE 
SOCIOLOGICAL 
DEVELOPMENT OF YOUR 
CHILD 
 
Parents should be aware of how the social 
relationships associate with sport participation.  
 
Children (7-9 years old) face the challenge of 
learning how to get along with peers and how 
to deal with authority figures apart from their 
parents.  
 
It is important for children to learn how to 
stand up for themselves among their peers 
while at the same time understand that their 
peers are different than they are. They must 
learn how to compromise for the sake of 
getting along, and how to cooperate and 
compete with their equals.  
 
7-10 year olds are expressive, spontaneous, and 
egocentric. Adults should give them room to 
express themselves while at the same time 
establishing clear cut norms about honesty and 
playing by the rules. Because these children are 
in the process of learning acceptable means of 
achieving goals, parents and coaches should 
take care to make clearly explained distinctions 
between what is acceptable and what is not.  
 
Pre adolescents (10-13) face the challenge of 
developing "best friend" relationships and 
gaining acceptance from peers.  
 

http://www.usaswimming.org/DesktopDefault.aspx?TabId=2151&Alias=Rainbow&Lang=en
http://www.usaswimming.org/DesktopDefault.aspx?TabId=2151&Alias=Rainbow&Lang=en
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Pre adolescents are figuring out how they are 
similar to and different from others. They go 
through a stage during which close relations 
with same sex "best friends" are very 
important. They are very loyal to friends and 
greatly influenced by what friends think. 
Unfortunately, young adolescents can also be 
very exclusive in their peer groups such that 
those who are different are shunned or 
mocked. Being accepted and having someone 
to trust and confide in is of utmost importance. 
Pre-adolescents must have the opportunity to 
interact socially with same-sex peers on a 
regular basis. At the same time, try to create an 
environment of inclusions and acceptance of 
differences.  
 
Adolescents (14-17 years) face the challenge of 
exploring who they are and how they fit into 
the world in which they live.  
 
These young people try to answer the question 
"who am I?" They go through processes of 
identity testing and identity formation, often to 
a point that can be frustrating for the adults 
who know them! Adolescence is a time during 
which young people "try on" a variety of 
different identities in an attempt to discover 
and clarify values while exploring all the 
possibilities of who they might become as 
adults. What may seem like rebellion or acting 
out during this developmental stage, often may 
be athletes struggling to find identities that fit 
with their emerging sense of how they are 
connected to the world. As a parent, be tolerant 
and accepting of the various identities the 
athlete "tries on" by allowing them to explore 
and test new and different identities as long as 
they do not put themselves in danger and as 
long as their actions are not in too much conflict 
with your family values.  
 
Older adolescents (16-19 years old) deal with 
the challenge of seeking independence and 

autonomy.  
Older adolescents move closer to being 
independent, autonomous beings: connected to 
but separate from others, in control of one's life 
but aware of limitations and boundaries. While 
complete independence and autonomy are not 
possible (nor is the individual ready for it), it is 
important that the athlete be allowed to make 
strides. If some autonomy is not allowed and 
encouraged, any organized sport or activity 
becomes a developmental dead end rather than 
a developmental opportunity. Feelings of 
independence and autonomy are derived, in 
part, from the sense that one has control over 
his or her life. Athletes who are allowed a voice 
in their athletic development are also more 
accountable.  
 
Tip of the Month for Swimmers 
 

Olympian and 2010 Pan Pac gold medalist 

Chloe Sutton’s Keys to Success: 

  

Be there! Don’t miss practice. You have to 

make it a priority. We all have lots of things 

going on in our lives. We have school, friends, 

family and hobbies, on top of trying to become a 

champion swimmer. Juggling it all can be hard 

at times, but if you make swimming a top 

priority, then getting there should never be a 

problem. For me, going to practice is 

automatically a set-in-stone appointment in my 

agenda and everything else works around 

swimming. There have been a few times where I 

have been sick or unable to get to practice and I 

have had to miss. In my mind, on that rare 

occasion that I cannot make it to workout, all I 

can think about is how every yard that I am 

missing my competitor is in the pool making 

progress and getting faster, while I am nothing.  
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Get comfortable being uncomfortable. This is 

another way of saying that you need to work 

hard. If you want to reach your goals, you’re 

going to be uncomfortable at times, and you 

have to be comfortable with that. You have to be 

willing to pay the price if you want to receive 

results in return. You can’t just float through 

each practice and expect to break any records 

at the end of the season. Becoming a champion 

isn’t going to be easy, but that’s what makes the 

rewards so satisfying. No pain, no gain.  

 

Be good to your body. Listen to it. When 

you’re eating, sleeping and swimming are the 

times when you should be listening the most. 

You need to put the right fuel in your body so 

that it functions properly. You need to get 

enough rest so that your body can recover from 

your challenging workouts, and you need to 

communicate how you’re feeling with your coach 

so that you push yourself, but not so hard that 

you get injured.  

 

Have short term goals as well as long term 

goals. Have things that you can accomplish 

each day in practice and throughout the season 

so that you always have something to lock your 

eyes onto. Staying motivated can be hard if you 

only have one end goal in mind, especially mid-

season when your big meet seems so far away. 

Having a few small goals at each practice can 

help bridge the gap and make getting to your 

end-of-season goal a lot easier.  

 

Keep it positive. Stay away from negativity. I 

am a big believer in positive thinking. If your 

mind is in the right place then your body will 

follow. If you’re thinking about how hard a set is 

or how much you dislike what you’re doing, 

chances are it is going to get even harder and 

less fun because that’s what you’re dwelling on. 

Directing your thoughts so that you are thinking 

about the benefits that you are getting out of a 

particular practice or set can help make 

everything so much easier. At competitions, 

sometimes people can talk themselves out of 

swimming fast by making excuses for 

themselves. When you do this, you are simply 

setting yourself up for disaster. Prepare for 

races and step on the blocks knowing for a fact 

that you are going to swim your very best. Put 

your heart into each race and go for it. 

 
 
Upcoming Dates to Remember 
 

 May 25th deadline for our August TAC 
meet – you get to pick your events 
(what’s better then that?) 

 

 June 11th deadline for our tri meet 
versus Oxford and Hamden Hall at 
Masuk.  This is a great meet for all of 
our developmental, freshmen and 
sophomore swimmers. 
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SWIMMERS SPOTLIGHT 
 

SENIOR GROUP 
 

Kaley Youngcourt 

 

 
Age: 12 
 
Favorite Stoke:  Breast Stroke 
 
Favorite Events:  100 IM & 200 IM 
 
Favorite Food:  Japanese Habachi 
Best Swim Memory:  Making Age Groups 
 
Future Goals:  To Do Well at Age Groups 
 
Favorite Movie:  Twilight  
 
Favorite Book:  Hunger Games 
 
The Best Thing About Swimming Is:  Swimming 
with friends and beating my swim times. 
 

 
 
 

SOPHOMORE GROUP 
 

Fiona McNeil  
 

 
 
Age:  9 
 

Favorite Stroke: Butterfly 

Favorite Event(s): 200 IM 

Favorite Food: Buffalo Wings 

Best Swimming Memory: Swimming at the 

Rapids fun meet with all of my friends and then 

having ice cream after the meet. 

Future Goal: To go to a top college. 

Favorite Movie: “Elf” and “Grown Ups” 

Favorite Book: “Deep and Dark and Dangerous” 

by Mary Downing Hahn 

The Best Thing About Swimming Is:  Getting a 

good workout and seeing my friends. 
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FRESHMEN GROUP 

Ryan Youngcourt 

 
 
 
Age:  7 
 
Favorite Stroke:  Breast Stroke 
 
Favorite Event: 100 IM 
 
Favorite Food:  Japanese Habachi 
 
Favorite Swim Memory:  First heat win 
 
Future Goal:  To do well at the 8 & under 
Championships 
 
Favorite Movie:  Star Wars 
 
Favorite Book:  "Diary of a Wimpy Kid" 
 
The Best Thing About Swimming:  Swimming 
with friends and joking with the coaches. 
 
 
 

 
 

DEVELOPMENTAL GROUP 

Tate Chavez 

 
 
Age: 6 
 
Favorite Stroke: Backstroke 
 
  
Favorite Event(s): 25 back  
 
Favorite Food: Potpie  
 
Best Swimming Memory: The time when I won 
a duck.  
 
Future Goal: To always get a duck.  
 
Favorite Movie: MegaMind  
 
Favorite Book: All my books  
 
The Best Thing About Swimming Is: its fun. 


